PROTECTIVE GERM SHIELDS

KEEP EMPLOYEES & CUSTOMERS SAFE WITH OUR 30” TALL ACRYLIC GERM SHIELDS

16” GERM SHIELD

24” GERM SHIELD

35” GERM SHIELD

FEATURES

3 DIFFERENT SIZES
PROTECT AGAINST SNEEZING, COUGHING, & GERMS
VOICE PORT HAS FILTER FOR EXTRA SECURITY
BOTTOM SLOT TO TRANSFER GOODS
PROTECTIVE GERM SHIELDS

OVERALL SIZES

16” GERM SHIELD
16” Wide
30” High

24” GERM SHIELD
24” Wide

35” GERM SHIELD
35” Wide

MANUFACTURED
¾” thick clear acrylic
11” wide by 3” tall pass thru opening at the bottom
Rounded corners & edges are smooth to touch.

8” w x 3” h Feet

Speech Port w/ Filter
Pass through Tray 11” w x 3” h
PROTECTIVE GERM SHIELDS

EXPLODED VIEW

1/4" Acrylic Shield

Stand-Offs for Speech Port Shield

Mesh Filter (Adhesive mounted)

Outer Speech Port Acrylic Shield

Acrylic Feet Stands for stability

Pass thru opening
PROTECTIVE GERM SHIELDS

SIMILAR EXAMPLES